
E-Mail About Bryan
I think I might start posting some emails I get from readers
and my responses to them. If nothing else it’s better than
replying to them in the comments.

Greetings!  Once again, here I come with the need to pick
your brain, if I’m allowed to do so..

Last Raw, Daniel Bryan was the main focus of Raw and WWE did
a fine job establishing new obstacles for him to go through
to get to the top of the mountain. Randy Orton, Triple H and
the McMahons as a whole are those new obstacles. The argument
that being screwed on Summerslam was the best thing for Bryan
was  proven  right  on  that  Raw,  at  least,  with  the  fans
standing firmly behind him. The fans and their support are
the reason why Bryan is getting this investment from WWE.

My question is, if Bryan doesn’t overcome all the obstacles
WWE is putting in front of him, do you think he is in any
sort of danger of losing steem and support from fans? I don’t
believe WWE will downright kill it, because if they wanted to
do that, they would’ve done it a long time ago. But, I am
concerned over the fact that they may accidentatly hurt it.

What I mean by this is that, while Bryan beating Orton is
something that I can see happening, I don’t think Bryan will
beat HHH – for known reasons – if they should face. If HHH
beats Bryan, because I have a feeling HHH will get into this
just like he did with Punk, do you think Bryan’s fanbase will
remain strong or as strong as it is right now?

In your opinion, is Bryan a strong main-event figure enough
to  overcome  the  possible  mistakes  WWE  does  witht  his
storyline? Another question, I know it’s months away and a
lot can happen from now to then, but now where do you see
Bryan at WMXXX?
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Feel free to pick my brain any time.  Just don’t eat it as
that could be a sign of the zombie apocalypse.

Anyway, yeah I think it could be a problem with Bryan losing
steam.  At the end of the day, we just sat through three
months of Bryan proving himself and now he has to do it
again.  That’s too much to ask for almost any storyline, no
matter how loudly the fans are cheering for him.  I can’t
picture Bryan beating HHH either, but that would be the big
holy grail for him.  Wrestlemania is too far away to predict
but I would see Bryan in the WHC picture by then.  Just a
hunch.

 

Also  if  anyone  wants  to  e-mail  me,  my  address  is
kbwrestlingreviews@hotmail.com.  It might take a day or so to
reply but I’ll get there eventually I assure you.


